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Abstract:
Despite the success of mammography at reducing breast cancer mortality in the United States over the past three
decades, the breast imaging community recognizes that mammography has reduced sensitivity in women with
dense breasts. Dedicated breast computed tomography (breast CT) has the potential of increasing the sensitivity in
the dense breast by reducing the anatomical complexity in the images. Four different breast CT scanner models
have been developed at UC Davis, and have been tested on women in research clinical trials. This presentation will
discuss some of the technical development issues associated with these four scanners, and the improvement in
spatial resolution that has resulted. A series of investigations have focused on observer performance, using both
computer models and human observers. The results of these clinical studies, which compare breast CT with projection mammography, will also be discussed. Overall, both computer observer and human observer studies on mass
lesions (not microcalcifications) have demonstrated superior performance of breast CT over planar projection imaging of the breast.
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